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1 Introduction 

In this article, we explain the relation between geometric Satake correspondence in mixed 
characteristic and Springer correspondence. In the case of equal characteristic, the corre-
sponding result was obtained by Achar-Rider-Henderson [AHR15]. Our results extend it. 
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2 N otaitions 

Let k be an algebraic closed field of characteristic p 2: 0. If p > 0, then let F be k((t)) 
or a totally ramified finite extension of the fraction field W(k)[l/p] of the ring W(k) of witt 
vectors. If p = 0, then put F = k((t)). Let G be a (split) reductive group over the ring切 of

integ!?rs in F. _ Fi2'" a m邸 imalsplit torus Tc  G and a Borel subgroup B c G containing T. 
Let G (resp. B, T) be the reduction of G (resp. B, T) to k. We write We for a Weyl group of 
G. Letふ (T)be a cocharacter lattice of T, and x-:(T) its subset of dominant cocharacters. 

Example 2.1. If G = GLn, the Borel subgroup B is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices 
and the torus T is the subgroup of diagonal matrices, thenふ(T)is naturally identified with 
zn. With this identification, 

x:(T) = {(m1,..., m砂Ezn I m1 2:... 2:叫｝．
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3 Geometric Satake equivalence 

In this section, we explain the definition of the geometric Satake equivalence. The results 
of this section follows Mirkovic-Vilonen [MV07] in the case of equal characteristic and Zhu 
[Zhul 7] in the case of mixed characteristic. 

Definition 3.1. {i) We define L+G as a functor 

じG:Perf-k-Alg→Sets 

じG(R)＝ {G(R[［tll) ifF=K(（t)） 
G(W(R) cw(k)切） ifF is of mixed characteristic 

from the category Perf-k-Alg of perfect k-algebras to the category of sets. The functor 
じ Gis represented by a perfect scheme. 

(ii) We define LG as a functor 

LG: Perf-k-Alg→Sets 

LG(R) ＝ {G(R(（t)）） 
G(W(R) Cslw(k) F) 

if F = k((t)) 
if F is of mixed characteristic. 

The functor LG is represented by a perfect ind-scheme. 

Definition 3.2 (Affine Grassmannian). We define Gr0 as a fpqc quotient stack 

Gra = [LG/L+G]. 

This is represented by an inductive limit of perfection of projective schemes ([BS17}). 

The space Gr0 h邸 thefollowing stratification: 

Definition 3.3. Fix a uniformizer ro E F. Forμ E x:(T), a k-valued point v:;I'E Gr0(k) 
is defined as the image of口 under

戸 ＝ L年（k)二 LG(k)→Gra(k).

Then left L℃ -orbit ofロμ,in Gra, which does not depend on the choice of ro, is denoted by 

GrG,μ 

and called Schubert cell. Then 

GrG,Sμ = UGrG,μ’ 
μ'Sμ 

is closed in Gra, and Gra,μ, is open in Gra,sμ,・ The space Gra,sμ, is called Schubert variety. 
It holds that 

Gm = U GrG,<μ・ 
μ,EX;:(T) 
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We write G for the Langlands dual group of G over◎ 
It is known that there is a monoidal categorical equivalence called geometric Satake 

equivalence 

ダa:PervL+c(Grか◎）与 Rep(G，◎）．

Here the category PervL+c(Grc，如 isthe category of what is called £+G-equivariant etale 
perverse sheaves on Gr c. The category Rep (G,◎)is the category of G-representations on fin-
tie dimensional ij£―vector spaces. This equivalence was proved by Mirkovic-Vilonen [MV07] 
in the case of equal characteristic, and by Zhu [Zhul 7] in the case o!:_mixed characteristic. 

Explicitly,ダcsatisfies the following: Let ICμ E PervL+c(Grcべ~£) be a what is called 
the intersection cohomology sheaf on Grc,~µ- Then 

PervL+c(Grc，◎） 

is a semisimple category with simple objects {ICμ I μ E X,;r(T)}, and 

幻 (I仇）

is an irreducible G-representation whose highest weight is μ. 

4 Springer correspondence 

In this section, we explain the definition of the Springer correspondence introduced by 

Springer. Let Ube a unipotent radical of B. We write 9 and u for the Lie algebras of G and 
互respectively.Let N := Ne C 9 be a nilpotent cone. The Springer resolution is a map 

μ: G xB u→N, [(g,x)]→Ad(g)x. 

The Springer sheaf Spr is the pushforward 

笹＝μふ[dimN]

of the constant sheaf, which is G-equivariant perverse sheaf on ij£, Moreover, it is known 

that竺 hasa canonical Wc-equivariant structure with respect to the trivial We-action on 
N. Thus we get a functor 

詞 Per叩（ぷ◎） →Rep(Wc,◎)，A→Hom（把，A)

Here the category Perv瓜ふ豆） isthe category of G-equivariant etale perverse sheaves on 
N. The category Rep(Wc,如 isthe category of We-representations on fintie dimensional 

Q£―vector spaces. 

Example 4.1. If G = GLn, then the G-orbits of N correspond to the partitions of n which 
their Jordan normal forms make. Let IC~ be the intersection cohomology sheaf on the G-orbit 
of N corresponding to~- Then Perv0(N◎ )is a semisimple category with simple objects 

IC~'s, and 
災(IC~)

is an i汀 educibleWe(=的 -representationcorresponding to (the transpose of X-
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5 The statement of the main theorem 

Letむbethe set of roots of G. 

Definition 5.1. We say thatμ E X,(T) is small ifμ E Zむandthe convex hull of We・μ 
does not contain twice a root. 

Example 5.2. IJG = GLn, μ = (mい•.．， mn) E x:(T) is small if and only if叫＋・・ •+mn=
0 and either m1 S 1 or mn：：：：ー1.

We define a closed subscheme Gr雰withreduced structure in Gr0 by 

Grsm := Gr翌：＝ LJGrμ C Grc. 

μEX:;(T) 
μ:small 

This is finite dimensional as there are only finite small cocharacters. 
The full subcategory Rep(G, (Qp)sm C Rep(G，◎） is defined by 

Rep(G◎ )sm ={VE Rep(G◎) |all the T-weights of V are small}. 

Then the geometric Satake equivalence巧 restrictsto an equivalence 

ダim:PervL+G(GrGm，◎）与 Rep(G,(Qp)sm・ 

Also we define a functor <I>a: Rep(G，◎） →Rep(Wa,◎)by 

％（V）＝ Vパ虹
where vr is a zero-weight space of V, which is a Wa =況（T)/T-module,and c: Wa→ 
｛士l}Cむisa sign character of the Coxeter group W0. We also write <I>a for its restriction 

to Rep(G, Qe)sm・ 
The main theorem is the following: 

Theorem 5.3. There is a constant Cc depending only on G such that the Jolla'Wing holds: 
Assume p =/ 2 and vp(p) 2 Cc. Then there is an open subscheme j: Ma'-+ Gr翌anda 

morphism 1r: Ma→樗―OO 仰here(-)P―00 means the perfection of (-)) such that 

• The morphism 1r can be'Written as a perfection of a finite morphism. 

• The functor 

'¥a := j* o 1r,: PervL+a(Gr悶◎） →Pervc(N百～，◎） ＝Pervc（ふ◎）

is'Well-defined and makes the following diagram nat-urally comm,ute: 

亨
PervL+a(Gr悶◎）ー→Rep(G◎ )sm

吋↓ ％
恥

PervL+G(N·Gべむ）~Rep(Wa, IQり

In other words, there is a natural isomorphism 

仇G° ダ合m 空説 0WG・

(1) 
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If F = C((t)), the result was proved by Achar-Rider-Henderson [AHR15]. 

6 About proof of main theorem 

6.1 Rough sketch of proof 

Let L C G be a Levi subgroup. As in [AHR15], we define restriction functors from G to 
L for each of the four categories in the diagram 1): 

呪 PervL心 (Gr"am厄） →PervL+L(Grr見豆）

碍： Rep(G,Qe)sm→Rep(L，◎）sm, 

埒： Perv0(Na,◎)→ Perv1(NL◎)，

誓： Rep(WG,O)→Rep(WL豆）．

And we will define natural isomorphisms called transitivity isomorphisms 

and intertwining isomorphisms 

孵⇔喝o呪

埒←碍oR名
邸⇔叫o樗

疇⇔ R悩oR闘

R闘o％ ⇔ <I>t o RY,, 
吋 o恥←⇒的 0沢名

RY, oダam<c=⇒ダ戸咽?,,

疇 oSG←⇒ SL °吋．

By proving the compatibilities of these isomorphisms, the main theorem reduces to the case 
where G is semisimple of rank 1 or a torus. In these cases, the results follow by a direct 
calculation. 

The sketch above is the same as the equal characteristic case in [AHR15]. However, some 
parts are different in mixed characteristic. We will explain that in the next two subsections. 

6.2 Partial isomorphism between equal and mixed characteristic 

affine Grassmannian 

In the case of equal characteristic，加 isdefined as follows: 
Let Gr0 be a G(k[t―1])-orbit of the image of 1 E G(k((t))) in Gra. Put 

Mc= Gr0 nGr累

However, in the c邸 eof mixed characteristic, this definition does not work. Thus we show 
the following theorem: 
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Theorem 6.1. There exists a constant仇＞ 0depending only on G such that if斤 (p)> Ca, 
then there is a natural isomorphism 

Gr翌竺 G雫'b

where Gr雰'’isthe version of Gr"cr for F = k((t)) and G = G Xspeck Speck[[t]]. 

By this theorem, if斤 (p)> C0, then we can define Ma  for Fas the pullback of Ma  
for k((t)). This theorem holds not only for Gr0m but also for any finite union of Schubert 

varieties in Gra・

Sketch of proof. If野 (p)：：：：： N,then there is a natural isomorphism 

(W(R) 0w(k) 0り／口N竺 k[[t]]/tN

mapping w to t, where w E F is a uniformizer. By considering a resolution of a Schubert 
variety in Gra called the Demazure resolution, and using the above isomorphism, we can 

prove the result. ロ

6.3 Monoidal structure on restriction functor 

To construct an intertwining isomorphism in the diagram 

ダ『
PervL+c(Gr悶◎）ー→Rep(G，豆）sm

叫 ↓的
PervL+L(Gr~叫◎）フ戸 Rep(L◎)sm,

it is enough to construct an intertwining isomorphism in the diagram 

PervL+c(Gr心）ヱ~Rep(G,Qe)

叫↓咋
PervuL(Grぃ◎） ~Rep(L，◎）

=G.  
where的 isa restriction functor of PervL+c(Grc,◎)defined by using what is called a 
hyperbolic localization. To get an intertwining isomorphism, we have to construct a monoidal 

structure on the restriction functor 

砥 PervL+c(Grc，如→ PervL+L(GrL，◎）．

In the case of equal characteristic, this is constructed by using what is called the fusion 

product. However, in the case of mixed characteristic, the fusion product can not directly be 
defined in this situation. Thus we constructed this by using some fundamental sheaf theoretic 

argument without the fusion product. 
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7 Future prospects 

We believe that the method used in §6.2 can be also used for a partial isomorphism 
between an object in equal characeristic and its mixed characeristic version other than affine 

G rassmanmans. 
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